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The widespread and persistent
stereotype is that youth are being

rebellious...

"It's my life... I will do what I want."

This impression is fundamentally wrong.

These assumptions can lead to dismissal
of their curiosity, commitment, and

passion.



"Even through life’s
challenges, young adults

remain optimistic and
hopeful. And they still

want and need the
support of

understanding faith
communities."





DOUBT

Over half of teens and adults (so, the U.S. general population ages 13+) report that they’ve
experienced doubts about their religious beliefs at least sometimes (12% frequently, 16%

occasionally, 24% sometimes) in the past few years. (BARNA - March 1, 2023)



self-preoccupation



LONELINESS

On May 2, the U.S. surgeon general, Dr. Vivek Murthy, sounded the alarm about an American epidemic
which predated COVID-19: the phenomenon of reported loneliness, now affecting half of all Americans. It
is a serious problem. Lack of social connection, according to one dramatic formulation, has been found to

be as dangerous as smoking up to 15 cigarettes a day. (NEWSWEEK - May 16, 2023)



CHOICE PARALYSIS



flatness



HOW DO WE
ENGAGE YOUNG
PEOPLE (POST-

COVID) AND
PREVENT THEM
FROM FALLING

AWAY ?





to actually know Jesus Christ

to know who they truly are

to belong to the full community
of the Church

to be empowered with faith that
makes a difference

to be equipped with the
teachings of the church



"Are we who we SAY we are? 
Do we practice passion,

transformed by a Love who
never disappoints, and live by a

faith so convincing that we stake
our lives on it? Or are we just

another sagging social
convention, like Dracula, that

needs young blood to survive?"



What (or Who) do young people
encounter at the top of that mountain?

Focus on the “Mountain of
Ministry”

Providing resources and support for
parents to engage with their children
Intergenerational Ministry

Engagement/Education of
parents and other adults



Spiritual fed young adults lead to
stronger, healthier parishes.

Reengagement of Young
Adult Ministries

Moving beyond donating time or supplies, but
actually experiencing the Parable of the Last
Judgment. 

Creating opportunities for young
people to serve in a meaningful way





www.effectivechristianministry.org

ONLINE MINISTRY TRAINING COURSE
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